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Abstract: In this paper, a novel and efficent password based group key exchange protocol with secret sharing is proposed. Secret
sharing technology is usually used to control the privileges of the authorized users to improve the robustness of the system in past years.
The results are applied into designing the key exchange protocol directly, which clarify the proposed scheme. The security analysis
shows the proposed scheme can provide the confidentiality and authentication, while being competitively efficent in comparison with
other works in the literature.
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1. Introduction
To communicate over an open channel secretly, all the participants need to share a same knowledge to differ from the
outsiders, such as common session key and other secrets.
If the number of participants is fixed and very small, each
one can encrypt the useful messages once in a different
secret and send it in an offline manner. Although the efficiency is low, this method is still feasible. However, when
the number of the participants varies before the communication or the offline delivery is limited by the distance or
other physical conditions, the key exchange protocols are
necessary.
These protocols allow at least two participants to securely exchange their private information on open channels. In the beginning, they only know their own secret
information. At the end of the protocol, they agree on a
common secret but still know nothing about others’ secret.
Then one can use the same secret information to communicate with others secretly. We say that they own a common
session key.
The key exchange protocol should guarantee the common session key computed by all participants is same and
no person outside these participants can get this key even
in the conditions that all messages between these participants are eavesdropped by the outsiders. Furthermore, if
all the messages between the participants are intercepted
∗

and replaced, each participator can detect it and drop this
session key.
The first practical key exchange protocol owe to Diffie
and Hellman [1]. They divide the traditional encryption
key into two kinds, public key and private key. The public key can be transmitted openly; user only needs to keep
his private key as a secret. To achieve this aim, Diffie and
Hellman introduced the discrete logarithm problem, which
can not be solved in mathematics. For instance, if Alice
wants to exchange a message with Bob, she randomly selects a secret x, and computes g x , where g is a public parameter. Due to an efficient algorithm to compute x from
g x does not exist, she can open g x and leave x as a secret at the same time. Then x is her private key, and is
her public key. This protocol is simple and efficient. The
information encrypted by the public key can only be decrypted by the private key. The eavesdropper can not get
any information about the private key, because it is never
transmitted on the network. But the private key x is a big
number and impossible to be remembered by normal person. Then many efforts [2,3,4] have been made to construct
more user friendly schemes, such as password-based protocols.
The password-based key exchange protocols require
users only to remember a human-memorable low-entropy
password and hope to provide the comparative intensity
with the public key systems by internal cryptogrammic
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operation. To the best of our knowledge, most passwordbased key exchange protocols originate from the basic DH
protocol and its security basis is discrete logarithm. However, the DH protocol does not provide the authentication
between the sender and receiver of the information. If the
transmitted messages are replaced by the malicious attackers, they can send forged messages to cheat the normal
users and both the sender and the receiver can not detect
this attack. Many protocols that are based on DH protocol
[5-9], especially in the wireless areas, easily suffer from
this attack.
To overcome this shortage, some other mathematically
hard problems are employed to design new group exchange
protocols, such as large number factorization [10] and quadratic residue [11]. But the efficiency of these protocols is
usually lower than those based on the DH protocol. In this
paper, we mainly focus on another technology called secret sharing for group key exchange. This technology is
first proposed to solve a combinatorial mathematical problem. The original problem [12] is as follows. Eleven scientists wish to lock up a document in a cabinet so that the
cabinet can be opened if and only if six or more of the scientists are present. How to compute the smallest number of
locks needed and the number of keys each scientist must
carry is the issue here. More generally, this problem can
be expressed as how to divide one data into n pieces and
at least k pieces are needed in order to recover it. Therefore, the privilege that used to belongs to one person is
now distributed to multiple persons. For a long time, the
secret sharing technology has been mainly applied in controlling the privileges of some pivotal notes to enhance the
robustness of the system. In this paper, we apply it to key
exchange in combination with the traditional passwordbased key exchange schemes. The performance analysis
shows the efficiency can be greatly improved with the help
of secret sharing technology.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The secret sharing technology is introduced in Section 2. The efficient password-based group key exchange protocol with
trusted server is proposed in Section 3. The performance
and security analysis of the proposed protocol are detailed
in Section 4. Section 5 gives the conclusion remarks and
the future works.

2. Preliminaries
In this part, we introduce the secret sharing technology. Secret sharing technology [13] is to divide a secret data into
n pieces in such a way that any k or more pieces makes
the secret data easily computable. However, any k − 1
or fewer pieces leaves the secret data completely undetermined. This technology is also called (k, n) threshold
technology.
This technology is based on the Lagrange interpolating polynomial and does not rely on any assumption. Generally, a trusted server is necessary in (k, n) threshold. It
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consists of two algorithms: secret distribution and secret
reconstruction.

2.1. Secret distribution algorithm
In this phrase, the trusted server selects a polynomial function f (x) = a0 + a1 x + . . . , ak−1 xk−1 . a0 , a1 , . . . , ak−1
can be any integers in particular group, in which the secret
to be share is a0 = f (0). Then the trusted server computes
n pieces of secret si = f (i), i = 1, . . . , n and distributes
each si to a corresponding person.

2.2. Secret reconstruction algorithm
In this phrase, at least k persons show their secret pieces,
and then the secret s can be reconstructed as
a0 = f (0) =

k
X

k
Y
si (

i=1

j6=i

xj
)
xj − xi

(1)

The two algorithms set a k variants equation and solving it. Thus, the Shamir secret sharing technology is mathematical theoretically secure.

3. Proposed protocol with trusted server
We assume the trusted server is well known to all users
and no one can pretend it. The trusted server selects two
large primes p and q and compute their product n = pq.
When user registers, the trusted server shares a password
with him and sends the number n to him. Suppose each
user, Ui , shares a password pwi with the server. In this
protocol, Ui and pwi are number strings and pwi can be
regarded as two parts: pwix and pwiy . For example, one’s
pw is 12345678. We can regard pwix as 1234 and pwiy as
5678. h1 and h2 are two unidirectional hash functions. We
define all computations are on the group Zn . Fig.1 shows
the procedure clearly and the protocol runs as follows:
1. The initial user, U1 , selects a random number k1 ∈
Zn , computes K1 = pw1x +k1 , M1 = h1 (U1 , . . . , Ut , k1 ),
sends U1 , {U1 , . . . , Ut }, K1 , M1 to the trusted server.
2. After receiving the message U1 , {U1 , . . . , Ut }, K1 ,
M1 , the trusted server decrypts ki with the password it
?
shares with Ui and verifies whether the equation M1 h1 (
=
U1 , . . . , Ut , k1 ) holds or not. If the verification succeeds, it
calls each user {(U2 , . . . , Ut }, respectively.
3. After receiving the notification from the trusted server,
Ui , 2 ≤ i ≤ t, selects a random number k1 ∈ Zn , computes Ki = pwix + ki , and Mi = h1 (U1 , . . . , Ut , ki ) as in
the first step, and finally sends Ui , {U1 , . . . , Ut }, Ki , Mi
to the trusted server.
4. After receiving all messages from each user, the
trusted server find corresponding password pwi of Ui to
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Figure 1 The process of the proposed group key exchange protocol

get each random number ki , and verifies whether the equa?
tion Mi h1 (U1 , . . . , Ut , ki ) holds. Then the trusted server
=
selects two random number xta and yta , which have the
same length with pwix and pwiy , and generates an interpolated polynomial f (x) with degree t to pass through
(t + 1) points, (pw1x , pw1y + k1 ), . . . , (pwtx , pwty + kt ),
and (xta , yta ). At last, the trusted server computes t additional points P1 , P2 , . . . , Pt on f (x), t additional verification messages V1 = h2 (U1 , . . . , Ut , P1 , . . . , Pt , k1 ), . . . , Vt
= h2 (U1 , . . . , Ut , P1 , . . . , Pt , kt ) and sends {P1 , . . . , Pt , Vi }
to Ui .
5. After receiving the message from the trusted server,
?
each user Ui verifies whether the equation Vi h2 (U1 , . . . ,
=
Ut , P1 , . . . , Pt , ki ) holds with the kept user list {U1 , . . . , Ut },
the received additional points {P1 , . . . , Pt } and the random number ki , recovers f (x) with the (t + 1) points
P1 , . . . , Pt and (pwix , pwiy + ki ), and finally computes
the group key f (0).

4. Security and efficiency analysis of the
proposed protocol
4.1. Security definition
In this protocol, we suppose that anyone in outside not
only can eavesdrop on any intermediate messages between
normal participator but also can intercept them and impersonate a normal participator to send forged messages.
That is to say, the adversary has the entire control of the
communications channel, and tries to break the privacy of
the group key. Note it is the strongest assumption in secure communication areas. The potential adversaries can
be sorted into two types: outside adversaries and inside
adversaries. The outside adversaries are out of a particular
group. The aim of their attack is to recover the group key
of a particular group. Meanwhile the inside adversaries can
be normal participants of a particular group. The aim of
their attack is to get other participants’ password shared

with the trusted server. When other participator attends another particular group, these adversaries can recover the
group key of that group as outside adversaries.
For outside adversaries, they success to break the privacy if they can gain any information about the group key
by the messages they eavesdrop or impersonate a normal
participator and are not detected by other participants. For
inside adversaries, they success to break the privacy if they
can gain other participator’s password in the processes of
the protocol executes.
To prevent above adversaries, our protocol should at
least achieve the following security goals: key freshness,
key confidentiality, and key authentication. Key freshness
is to ensure that a group key has never been used before.
With this property, a participator in previous group can not
gain any useful information in other groups, even the participants are the same. Key confidentiality is to protect the
group key against the outside adversaries. Key authentication is to provide assurance to authorize the messages from
the participants by the trusted server and to authorize the
messages from the trusted server by participants, which is
to prevent the possible man-in-the-middle attacks.

4.2. Security analysis
In this part, we summarize the security properties with theorem 1 and then point out the inside attack is useless in this
protocol.
Theorem1. The proposed protocol can achieve the
attributes of key freshness, key confidentiality, and key authentication.
Proof. In this protocol, the group key k is determined
by xta , yta , and the t numbers k1 , . . . , kt . xta and yta are
random, and each ki is selected by a participator randomly.
Thus, any group key has not been used in other established
group. It is obviously that the key is freshness in this protocol.
The key confidentiality in this protocol is ensured by
the security feature of Lagrange interpolated polynomial.
The trusted server generates a t degree polynomial f (x)
with (t + 1) points, (pw1x , pw1y + k1 ), . . . , (pwtx , pwty +
kt ), and (xta , yta ), and broadcasts t additional points P1 , . . . ,
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Pt to each user. Each group user, Ui , can reconstruct f (x)
with the (t+1) points, P1 , . . . , Pt , and his secret (pwix , pwiy +
ki ), then recovers f (0). However, for the outsiders of that
group, only t points P1 , . . . , Pt on f (x) are known, guessing another point is impossible in mathematics. This property is information theoretically secure since we do not use
any computational assumption.
The key authentication is bidirectional. The trusted server
can authenticate participants’ message by the shared password. Since only the trusted server knows the right password, except the corresponding participator, others can not
compute ki with Ki . Any modification on Ki may lead a
?
failure, when the trusted server verifies the equation Mi
=
h1 (U1 , . . . , Ut , ki ), except that the adversary can break the
unidirectional hash function to find the appropriate Mi .
Thus, the trusted server can authenticate the messages from
each participator. Each participator can authorize the trusted
server’s message by the random number ki .Actually, this
procedure references the one-time signature mechanism
[14,15]. For ki in Vi = h2 (U1 , . . . , Ut , P1 , . . . , Pt , ki ) is
never transmitted alone, the participator can detect it if
some point Px is modified or forged. Thus, this protocol
has the attribute of key authentication
Theorem 2. Any participator can not gain other participator’s password and any t-1 participants can not gain the
group key.
Proof. The key confidentiality of this protocol has shown
that directly attack on this protocol is invalid. However,
due to the special status, the inside adversaries may initiate the key exchanges to the trusted server for many times.
Thus he can select relevant random numbers in different
key exchanges to compute the password of the target participator. For example, he initiates two processes of key
exchange, and each one contains the target participator.
He can send the same random number ki , then the trusted
server will return two different polynomials f1 (x) = at xt +
. . . + a1 x + a0 modn and f2 (x) = bt xt + . . . + b1 x +
b0 modn. We know that pwiy +ki = f1 (pwix ) = f2 (pwix ).
The adversary can compute f3 (pwix ) = f2 (pwix )−f1 (pwix )
= ct xt + . . . + c1 x + c0 and solve this equation to get
pwi x. However, to solve this equation, he has to solve two
equations f3 (x) = 0modp and f3 (x) = 0modq at first.
That is, he should have the ability to overcome the factoring assumption. This assumption is the basis of some wellknown modern cryptosystems, such as RSA algorithm [11]
and Rabin algorithm [12]. It is commonly believed that no
efficient polynomial can overcome this assumption. Thus,
an inside adversary can not crack this protocol by initiating
key exchange process for many times.
As the insider attacks may exists, all the other participants may be regarded as the inside adversaries except the
user himself. If they combine to guess the password of the
target participator, we call it collusive attack. To discuss
this attack, we suppose that only two users participate in
the group. One is normal user, the other is the adversary. In
this protocol, the password of the user consists of pwx and
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pwy . However, the password only be used by the trusted
server and can not be got directly. Since Ku is open, the
adversary can computes pwx if he gets the random number ku . Then he can guess pwy by the polynomial f (x) and
pwx . Thus, the problem to guess the password equals to
guess the random number ki . As we know, the adversary
knows his random number, and the group key f (0). But
pwx and pwy are also unknown for the adversary and have
never been transmitted directly. Thus, he still can not get
normal user’s password and the collusive attack still can
not crack this protocol.

4.3. Performance analysis
In this protocol, each participator needs to select a random
number, computes two hash functions in the message exchanging stage. Corresponding with the participants, trusted
server needs to select two random numbers, computes 2t
hash functions. Thus, t+2 random numbers and 4t hash
operations are needed to exchange the transmitted messages between the server and t participants in total. When
all participants gain the exchanged messages, they should
compute the group with the formula (1) themselves. In this
stage, each participator should run t-1 multiplications, t-1
divisions, and t addition. Duo to that the addition operation is very fast, we don’t count this operation. Thus, t(t-1)
multiplications and t(t-1) divisions are need in this stage.
Correspondingly, the trusted server needs 2(t-1) multiplications and 2(t-1) divisions to construct the interpolated
polynomial f (x). The total computation cost in this stage
is: t2 +t-3 multiplications and t2 +t-3 divisions. The total
data are list in table 1.
To show the efficiency clearly, we list another three
typical group key exchange and their computation cost are
listed in the Table 1. Note, due to the management manners are different, we do not count the notification messages to all protocol. The messages can be preprocessed
are also ignored. To treat all protocol fairly, the standard
of calculating the computation cost is same, which causes
the computation cost seemed like higher than the other paper claimed to all these protocols. For example, the sender
computes a hash value of a message and passes it to the receiver. The receiver computes this value again to verify it.
Then we regard it as twice computations. However, some
papers regard it as once computation, and some papers regard it as twice. I hope this would not cause confusion to
readers, because the comparing standard is uniform.
The protocol in reference [16] is based on the wellknown Burmester and Desmedt group key exchange [17],
the protocol in reference [18] is based on Horng’s multiparty key establishment [19], they can both be regarded
as the extensions of the basic DH two-party key exchange
protocol. The security basis of them is the discrete logarithm problem. From Table 1, we can easily find that the
multiplications operations of the three protocols are in the
same level. The divisions operations in our protocol are
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Table 1 Performance comparison with some other schemes
Contributions
Transmission messages
Power
Division
Encryption
Computation costs
Decryption
Hash
Random number
Multiplication

Proposed protocol
2t
0
t2 +t-3
0
0
4t
t+2
t2 +t-3

higher than the others but no powers operations in our protocol. A fact should be attention: to compute 2100 , which
the exponent is only 3, we need to at least run log2 100
multiplications operations but we only need to run 2 multiplications operations to get 2×2. In addition, the bits of
exponent usually are no less than 512. It means that the
overhead of our protocol is lower than the other two. It
should be highlight that we do not embed the symmetrical
encryption and decryption algorithms into our protocol. It
leads the efficiency of our proposed protocol is much lower
than the others. This owns to the robustness of the basic
method of interpolated polynomial.
The protocol in reference [20] is based on Yi et al.’s secure conference scheme [21], and its security basis is the
quadratic residues problem. For this scheme only achieve
the aim that each participator shares a secret with the trusted
server but not the group key between the participants in
the key establishment phase, its powers and multiplication
operations are less than the other two schemes, but the encryptions and decryptions operations are still embedded
into this protocol. We know the symmetrical encryptions
or decryptions consist of many basic operations, such as
additions, subtractions, multiplications, division, and powers operations. So its computation cost is greatly larger
than these basic operations. Owe for the basic interpolated
polynomial, we can replace these complex operation with
the basic operations and hash operations.

5. Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient password-based
group key exchange protocol using secret sharing. This
protocol provides the properties of key freshness, key confidentiality, and key authentication to prevent many kinds
of potential attacks. With the help of the secret sharing
technology, we can replace the symmetrical encryptions or
decryptions operations with the hash operations and other
basic operations so that the efficiency of this protocol can
be improved.
In some wireless environment, the trusted server doesn’t
exist or can only run in an offline manner. To protect the

Zheng et al. [18]
4t
4t-2
t
t
2t
4t
2t
t2 /16

Abdalla et al. [16]
3t
3t
t
t
2t
6t
2t
t2

Jiang et al. [20]
2t
2t
0
2t
2t
2t
2t
9t

user’s privacy, the anonymity is needed in some special situations. Thus, we will try to construct new schemes with
the mentioned properties above in our future work.
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